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Summary In contrast to temperate and tropical
tittorinid species, the Antarctic ones are living only
in tide pools or belov the iotertidal zone. Is this a
secondaly adapatation to escape low air tempeiature
prevailing in these southern regions, or have they
never been living exposed h the intertidal zone ?

A study of thet phylogenetic relatiols on the
basis of their radular morphology shows a mixing of
littorinid and lacunid peculiadties, including tlansi-
tional forms between the two families. So the pre-
sent habit of the Antarctic Littodnidae to live
6elow sea surface may be considered as the
ancestral \yay or life in the whole family.

The embryonic shell, examined in three species,
indicates the young animals hatching out as minia-
ture adults, a feature aheady known in the artic
Litto nidae. FinaIy, it is shown that the shell struc-
ture is typically that of the lower Mesogastropoda.

R6sum€ Contrahement aux Littorinidae temp6res et
tlopicaux, les Littorinidae antalctiques ne vivent
que dans les flaques ou sous la zone intertidale.
Est-ce une adaptation secondaire visant ä 6chapper
aux basses temperatur€s de I'at des r6gions antarcti-
ques. ou ces espöces n'ont-elles jamais vCcu exon-
d6es dans la zone intertidale ?

Une 6tude de leurs relations phylogdn6tiques, sur
la base de la moryhologie radulaire, montre un m6-
lange de caractöres de Littoinidae et de Lacunidae.
Aussi peut-on considerer leur mode de vie actuel,
sous la surface de la mer, comme le mode de vie
ancestral de l'ensemble de la famille.

La coquille embryonnaire, examinee chez trois
espöces, souligne que l'6closion se fait sous forme
d'adultes en miniature, particularite dejä connue
chez les Littorinidae alctiques. Enfin, il est montr6
que la structure de la coquille est typiquement cell€
des Mesogastropodes infelieurs.

The Antarctic madne Littorinacea are of special

intercst since they live mainly below water level, either
below the intertidal zones or in tidal pools within the
intertidal area. This is quite in contrast to the living
mode of representatives of the Uttorinidae of the tro-
pical and northem zones. ln thos€ regions, only mem-

bers of the l:cunidae prefer to live below water level

all the time, while the species of the Littorinidae settle
within the intertidal zone or above it within the spray
zone or outside of it near the edge of the sea

(mangrove species). Therefore the question has to be

answ€red wether the Antarctic marine Littorinacea
have secondarily adapted in their mode of life to the
low air temperatures of their living environment and

have mignted out of the intertidal area, or wether
they are representatiyes of an ancestml stock not
specialized to live in the intertidal area, or a mixture
of both.

RESULTS

LAEVILITORINA ANTARCTICA (Smith, 1902)

Synonymy : cf. Arnaud 1972a: ll7, fig. 7 (radula).

Maximum size : 3,75 mm (Smith 1902).

Distribution and bathymetric range: cf. Arnaud 1972a.

Ecolory: this is the characteristic and the most

common species of Littorinidae of the coasts of East

Antarctica. [t is not found in supralittoral and medio-
littoral zones, a fact obviously being related to low air
temperature and icing during about ten months of the
year (ice foot) on the intertidal substrates. In Adelie
l:nd, upper specimens are observed mostly on upper
plants of the brown algae Desmarestia menziesii just
below low water leyel, the lowest specimens are found
among the rhizoids of the large kelp Phyllogigas gran-

difolius. Herc, they can find a shelter against an heavy

predation (Arnaud & Hureau 1966) by the fish
No t o t henfu coüc eps ne glec ta -

They feed on epiphytic diatoms and filamentous
algae which are common on the kelps.
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Figure 1 - Map demonstrating
the occurrence of the 6 Antarctic
Littorinacea studied in this work :

l. Laevilitorina antarctica, 2. L.
caliginosa, 3. L. cf. umbilicata,
4. Pellilitorina setosa, 5. P. pellita,
6. Laevilacunaria bronsfielden§s.
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lrigurcs 2-7 : Half rows of radula of Laevilitorina antarctica (2), L. caliginosa (3), L. cf. umbilicata (4), Pellitorina setosa (5), P.
pellita (6) and Laevilacururia bransfieldensis (7).
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Material used: Pointe Ceologie archipelago, Adeli€
land, P.M. Arnaud coll., 1962.

Radula (Fig. 2 ; pl. l, figs. l-3 & 7) | the central tooth
is of rectangular outline, about twice as long as wide.
Its cutting edge is situated at the anterior front and
forms an angle of 90 degrees with the basal platform.
It shows 3-5 cusps, the central of which is pointed and
the largest. The first flanking pair of cusps is also
pointed and of about one half of the size of the cen-
tral susp. The outer pair may be prcs€nt as low round-
ed cusps (pt. 1, fig. l), or both or one may be absent
in other central teeth of the same radula (pt. l, fig.2).
A central broad swelling of the anterior basal platform
connects the cutting edge with the marginal swellings
of the posterior portion of the basal platform, which
extends into pointed posterior projections. The basal
platform therefore in its antedor portion is convex,
and is concave in its posterior portion. The anterior
margins begin at the anterior corners of the end of the
cutting edge and extend towards the central portion of
the margins with even convex curye forming solid
wingJike marginal lamellae.

They terminate where the posterior ddges of the
basal platform reach the margins. The posterior edge is

straight to concave in its course betv/een the pointed
projecting posterior corners (pl. 1, fig.2).

The lateral tooth is the largest in the radula (pl. l,
fig. l). It is as wide as high and of broadly triangular
shape. A wide central swelling extends from a

thickened posterior lobe to the cutting edge acrcss the
shovel-like, concave basal platform fuI. l, figs. l, 2).
The latter is dominated by one solid main cusp

accompanied by one small outer cusp and three conti-
nuoudy smaller inner cusps. The inner margin i§

straight, ending in a rounded posterior inner comer.
The outer margin is convex from t}Ie anterior comer
onward, then changes into concave in its course to a

handle-shaped outer-posterior comer. The inner portion
posterior edge shows a low lobe-like end of the central
swetling. It forms a concavity extending into the outer
postedor comer (pl. 1, figs. 1, 7).

The inner margin of the lateral tooth can be fitted
into the central restriction seen on the central tooth
(pl. l, fig.7). The outer posterior comer extends far
outward. Thereforc, the innei maryinal tooth can rest
on the outer concave portion of the basal platform of
the lateral tooth. The outer marginal tooth is rooted
right next to the end of the outer posterior comer of
the lateral tooth (pl. l, figs. l, 7).

The inner marginal tooth is more closely related to
the lateral tooth in shape than to the outer maryinal
tooth (pl. l. fig.3). It is twice as long as wide and of
almost rectangular outline. lts cutting edge is domi-
nated by a large central cusp accompanied by I outer
and 2 inner smaller cusps. A swetling originates at the

base of the upward-tumed cutting edge and extends
across the basal platform into a knobJike central lobe
of the postedor edge which is situated close to the
inner posterior corner. The outer posterior comer is
rounded and forms with the convex outer margin a

wing like lamella flanking the central swelling on the
outer side (pl. 1, fig. 3).

The outer marginal tooth is formed tike a forkwith
slender handle and wide upturned prongs (pl. 1, figs.3,
7). It is 3.5 times longer than the width. The straight
cutting edge shows 7-8 slender and pointed cusps, the
innermost being the smallest and narrowest. The basal
platform is flattened and the narrow straight posterior
edge forms the attachment to the radular membrane.

Embryonic shell (p1.3, figs.5-6; p1.4, fig. 1): the
whole embryonic shell consists of about 1.7 whorl and
is 0.5 mm (p1.3, fig.6). The well-rounded protoconch
(initial cap-like portion of the shetl) is evenly concave
in shape and measures about 0.14 mm in width (p1.4,
fig. l). The onset of the first strong growth lines (p1.3,
fi8.6) indicates the time of hatching. The young
hatched as miniature adult like crawling individuals.
The embryonic shell is sculptured by a fine stdation of
spiral ridges (0.3 gm wide) which are spaced 5 pm
apart from each other on the first whort (p1.3, fig.5).
This sculpture is restdcted to the embryonic sh€ll and
not formed after hatching (pl. 3, fig. 6 ; pl. 4, fig. l).

LAEVILITORINA CALIGINOSA (Gould, 1849)

Synonymy: cf. Amaud 1972b: 431 and add the
following :

L. caliginosa: Kenny & Haysom 1962 : 25O,252.
'l L- cf- caliginosa: Dell l97l:204.
L. caliginosa oe§rualts Strebel 1908 : 51 ; Powell

l95l : 107.

Maximum size : 8 mm (in South Georgia : David,
1934).

Distribution and bathymetric range: cf. Arnaud
1972b: 431. The type tocality is not Royal Sound,
Kerguelen, as mentioned for example by Powell (1951)
but Tierra del Fuego (could, 1849). Mostly a very
shallow water species, but sometimes caught down to
20 or even 30 m.

Ecolory: this is the most common littorinid of the
Antarctic Peninsula and vicinity (West Antarctica), of
the subantartic islands, and of the Magellanic regions.

It is a typical member of the "bioc6nose de la roche
littorale" (Amaud 1974) in these areas and lives
mostly under bouldeß encrusted by calcareous algae,
lying in tide pools or in crevices. Associated species are

principally Levea consanguinea on subantarctic and
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magellanic coasts (replaced by Kiddeia subquadratum
on the coasts of the Antarctic Peninsula and vicinity),
large Turbellarians (Procerodes), chitons, and phylo-
bryid pelecypods.

This species is almost never exposed at low tide, a

probable protection against freezing temperatures (in
West Antarctica) or desiccating effects of stlong winds
(in subpolar areas).

In fact, Z. caliginow is always living in sublittoral
conditions (always submerged) even when it is living in
the intertidal zone (under boulders lying in pools).

This littorinid is also observed on hold-fasts of
Durvilleo antarctica (at Macquarie Island : Kenny &
Haysom 1962) and on sublittoral seaweeds and kelps

Macrocystis (in South Georgia: Strebel 1907 & 1908:
David 1934) at the depth of about 30 m.

Simpson (1976) has published the results of an eco'

logical and biological study of the sPecies at Macquarie

Island, which are briefly summarized herc. L. caliginosa

is very euryhaline (salinity from 18 to 35 %o) lolerunl
to low temperature (as is shown by it§ occurrence in
West Antarctica) but not to desiccation, even if it i§

observed only in the intertidal zone (but generally in
pools). Here, it grazes the green algal film and diatoms.

In an aquarium, it accepts to eat Durtillea, Rhody'
menia and coralline algae b]ut r,ot Macrocystis znd
other algae. The reproduction is achieved by a direct,
non-pelagic development within the egg cases. Its only
observed predator at Macquarie lsland is the Asterid
Anasterias directo.

Material used: Kerguelen [s., from near Port-aux'

Frangais, underface of boulders at low tide, P.M.

Arnaud coll.. 7 March 1970. 7 spdcimens.

Radula (Fig.3 ; pl. l, fig.8 ; p1.2, figs. l-3): the ra-

dula is quile similar to that of I. antarctica in general

outline (Martens & Pfeffer 1886, pl.3, figs. 10-11 ;

Powell 1951, fig. l.16) but shows many differences in
detail. The central tooth is shorter and only a bit
longer than the width (5 : a) (p1.2, fig.2). The cutting
edge shows 5-7 cusps with broad, rounded, central,
main cusp, accompanied by 2 pairs of flanking cusps,

the outer of which is the sma.llest. Therc may or not
be an outermost pair of denticles present on the outer-

most corners of the cutting edge. A broad central
swelling extends from the central portion of tJle
cutting edge downwards, widens in its posterior course

on the basal platform and extends into solid denticles

extending over the posterior edge (pl. l, fig.8; p1.2,
fig. l). These ddges of the posterior basal platform do
not quite follow the margins but are situated a little
inward, so the rounded posterior comers lie on a lower
plane. The central swelling sltows deeply concaved

margins. A deep concayity is formed by the low lateral
lamellae and the margins of the central swelling. Into
this groove the rounded anterior inner comer of tlle
lateral tooth may be fitted (p1.2, fig.2).

The lateral tooth is again characterized by its ex-

tended outer posterior corner, which embraces the
inner marginal tooth. Therefore the latter may rest on
the concave outer portion of the basal platform of the
lateral tooth (p1.2, figs. 1,3). The outer marginal

tooth is rooted right at this extention of the lateral
tooth. In difference lo L. antarctica, t}Ie c€ntral

swelling of the lateral tooth extending from the base

of the uptumed cutting edge to the posterior edge, is

split into two ridges near its base. One extends to the

center of the posterior edge forming a low projecting

lobe, the other is bent inward to form a thumb-like
projection turned upward and not attached to the
radula membrane (p1.2, figs. l-2). This projection helps

to hold the inner marginal tooth in its r€sting place on
the concave outer portion of the basal platform of the

central tooth (p1.2, fig.3). The inner margin of the
lateral tooth is bent upward following the rounded

inner anterior comer and forms a deep ind€ntation
following the bulging base of the central tooth in its
course. The base of the central tooth can be fitted into
this identation of the lateral tooth. Therefore both
teeth are almost hinged to each other (p1.2, figs.2-3).
The lateral tooth is almost as wide as high showing a

rounded main cusp accompanied by 2 outer and 34
continuously smaller inner cusps. The outer margin is

straight to weakly concave and turned upward to form
the rim of t}le concavity of the basal platform here.

The long posterior edge is attached to the radula mem-

brane from below the inner thumb-like projection to
the extended outer posterior corner.

The inner marginal tooth is similar in shape to that
of L. ontarctica about 3 times as long as wide (p1.2,

PLATI] 1

Figuic I Rzdt la of Laeyilito na antarctica showing leeth in different dwees of spreading (x 515).
ligure 2 Central and lateral teeth of r. antoctica (x 1030).
Figure 3 - Outet marginal, inner marginal and lateral teeth of r. antarctica (x 1030).
t'igure 4 - Half row of the radula of L. cf. umbilicata (x 1600).
ljigure 5 - R.dula of L- cf. umbilicata (r 820).
Figure 6 - R.dula of L cf, umbilicata (x 7 ).
tiguie 7 - Radula of L. antarctica (x 5 r.
t'igure 8 - Raduta ol L. caliginosa (x400).
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figs. l, 3). It shows an outer wing-like extention of the

outer margin, a bit less pronounced than in L. antarc-

tica. The up-turned cutting edge demonstrates a

rounded main cusp accompanied' by 2 outer and 3

inner cusps.

The puter marginal tooth is again forkJike in shape,

3 times as long as wide and shows 8-9 cusps, the inner-
most of which are the smallest (pl. l, fig.8, p1.2,

figs. 1,3). The inner margin of the basal platform is

extended into an upturned rim.

1976 (t978)

The central tooth is longer than the width @: 3)
and shows 3 cusps on its cutting edge. The central of
these solid triangular cusps is the largest (pl. 1,

figs.4-5).

The lateral tooth is slightly wider than the length,
and owns 5 cusps, one large, rounded and bilaterally
flattened main cusp accompanied by I outer and 3

inner cusps (p1. l, fig. 6).

The inner marginal tooth is twice as long as the

width, shows a large rounded, bilateraly flattened main
cusp, one rudimentary or small outer cusp and 2 conti-
nuously smaller inner cusps (pl. l, fig. 5).

The outer marginal tooth is fork-like in shape,

almost 4 times as long as the width and shows 9-10

long pointed cusps (pl. l, fig.5-6).

PELLILITORINA SETOSA (Smith, 1875)

Littoina sefosa Smith 1875: 69; 1817: 172, p1.9,

fig. 6 ; Martens 1885 : 92 (under Litoina, sic) ;

Watson 1886 : 575 (under Litoina sic) ; Tryon
1887 : 255, pl. 46, fig. 37-38.

Pellilitorina setoso i Martens & Pfeffer 1886 : 77 , pl. l,
fig.7a-b; Strebel 1908 : 50 (under Pellitorina, sic);
Thiele l9l2: 235 ; David 1934: 127 ; Powell

l95l : 107, 109, fig. I.32 (radula); Carcelles 1953 :

174; Gaillard 1954: 521 ; Dell 1964: 285 ;

Arnaud 1974: 553,556.

L. (P) setoso i Smith 1902 : 204; ? Thiele 1904 :

165, pl.7, fig.34; pI.8, fi5.47 ; Melvill & Standen

l9O7 : l3l (and 1909 : 101).

Maximum size: l4,l mm (South Georgia : Martens &
Pfeffer 1886).

Distribution and bathymetric range : South Georgia
(Powell 1951, Carcelles 1953), South Orkneys (Melvill
& Standen 1907, CarcelTes 1953) Cap Adare (Smith
1902), Bouvet I. (Powell l95l); Heard I. (Dell 1964),
Kerguelen L (Smith 1875,1877, type locality : Swain's
bay ; ? Martens 1904 ; Thiele 1912, Dell 1964). From
intertidal zone to may be 60 m (fide Powell l95l).

Ecolory : species living in tide pools as well as among
seaweeds or on the kelp Macrocystis pyifera (among

rhizoids or on its blades: cf. Arnaud 1974).

LAEVILITORINA Cf . UMBILICATA
Pfeffer, 1886

L. umbilicata Pfeffer rn Martens & Pfeffer 1886 : 88,

pl. l, fig. 12; Tryot 1887 254, p1.46, fig.33;
Carcelles 1953 : 170 (under Laevilittoina, sic);
Castellanos & Luna Perez 1963 : tabl. lO. Non
Lamy l9O5 : 478 Nec l9o6a: 5 : L. antarctica
(Sm., 1902) fide Lamy 19l0 & 19ll.

Maximum size : 3 mm (Pfeffer 1886).

Distribution and bathymetric range : South Georgia
(type locality : Pfeffer, 1886), Danco coast
(Castellanos & Luna Perez 1963), and Arthur Harbor
(present material). Very shallow species.

Ecolory: on superficial algae, according to Castellanos
& Luna Perez (1963). Our material is from a stomach

of Notothenia coüceps neglecta and this littorinid pro-
bably is able to live on Desmarestia like I. antarctica,
which is perhaps a closely related species.

Material used : Arthur Harbor, Anvers I., Palmer Archi-
pelago, cove SE of Bonaparte Point, stomach content
of Notothenia coüceps neglecta caught by fish trap,
2-ll m, "Hero" cruise, J.H. Dearborn, P.M. Arnaud ef
al. col7., l6 march 1972,2 specimens.

Radula (fig. a ; pl. 1, figs. 4-6) : the radula of L. cali-
ginosa is very similar in shape and anangement of
teeth. The main difference lies in the number of cusps

of the different teeth, but otherwise the description of
the radula of L. caliginosa is similar to that of I.
umbilicata.

PLATE 2

Figure 1 - Outer marginal, inner marginal and latetal teeth of Laevilitorina caliginosa (x 790).
Figure 2 - Cerftral teeth of laevilitoriru caliginow (x 1300).
Figure 3 - Radula of L. coliginov (x 425).
I.igure 4 - Radula of Pellilitorina serosa (x ll00).
!-igure 5 - Central tooth of P. pellita (x 635).
Figure 6 - Central tooth of P. setoe (x ll00).
F-igure 7 - Outer marginal, inner marginal and lateral teeth of P. setosa (x ll00).
Figure 8 - Outer marginal, inner marginal, and lateral teeth of P. serosa (x 1100).
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Material used: Kerguelen I., Port Jeanne d'Arc,
dredging along a Macrocystß prifera bed, 14-l'l m,
P.M. Arnaud coll., 12 Feb. 1970, 3 specimens.

Radula (Fig.5 ; p1.2, figs.4 & 6-8) : the radula is very
similar to that of P. pellita. The central tooth is wider

than the length (4: 3), showing rounded antelior
comers and angular posterior comers (p[.2, fig.6). The

cusps of the cutting edge arc rooted in vertical position
right on the anterior portion of the basal platform.
The central largest cusp leaves a frontal rim at its base,

while the next pair of cusps extends without rim on
the anterior front. There are two more pairs of much

smaller cusps present on the outer sides of the cutting
edge. The margins are convex and raised into a low
dm. The posterior edge is straight. Two deep pits

connected with each other by a les deep central re-

gion are found in the anterior central portion of the
basal platform (pl. 2, fig. 6). Into these pits the extend-
ed anterior inner comer of the lateral tooth may rest

in the folded radula (pl. 2, fig. 4).

The lateral tooth is wider than the length (5 : 4)
and shows only a short cutting edge with 3 solid cusps

rooted vertically on the inner anterior portion of the

basal platform (p1.2, fig.?). The central cusp is the
largest. The inner anterior edge is extended into a pro'
jection. From there onward the inner margin forms a

deep concayity ending h a thumb-like projection
extending from tle posterior inner comer. The poste'

rior edge is straight until rcaching th€ outer posterior

corner. The outer margin forms at f[st a weakly

concave extention of the cutting edge. It becomes

straight in a parallel course to the posterior edge. Near

the outermost portion of the basal platform, this
margin bulges upward and thus forms an indentation
between this swelling and the posterior outer comer. A
gutter-like broad extention of the outer postedor

corner is therefore formed, into which the whole shaft

of the inner marginal tooth can be fitted (p1.2, figs.7-
8). The swelling at the oumost portion of the outer

margin of the lateral tooth €xtends upward further as

the inner of this margin, forming a groove. lnto this
groove the projection of the inner posterior comer of
the following inner marginal tooth is fitted (P1.2,

fig.8). Therefore, the handle-like gutter shaped outer
extention of the lateral tooth is hinged with its 2

neighbouring inner maryinal teeth.

The inner marginal tooth is 3 times as long as wide.

It shows smooth margins, tlle inner one concave, the

outer convex, and a three-cuspid cutting edge with
central cusp strongest. The inner postedor comer is
extended like a thumb and prcject upward§ (p1.2,

fig. 7-8). It forms a raised border of the flattened ba§al

platform onto which may be rested the flat surface of
the stalk of the outer marginal tooth.

The outer marginal tooth is about 4 times as long as

wide, bitaterally flattened and shows an uPtumed

cutting edge with 3 cusps (pl. 2, fig. 8).

Embryonic shell (p1.3, fig.1 ; pl.4, fig.3) : the whole
embryonic shell consists of about 1.7 whorl (p1.4,

fig.3). The well rounded, evenly concaved protoconch

measures about 0,2 mm in width. The ons€t of first
strong growth lines indicates that the young hatched

from the egg mass at this stage of shell growth with
about 0.83 mm high. The embryonic shell is sculptured

by spfual ridges and rows of pits between them (p1.4,

fig.3), These pits are about 15 pm wide and of oval
outline. About 20 spiral ridges and pit rows may be
counted on the first whorl. This sculpture is rest cted
to the embryonic shell and not continued after
hatching. Following the embryonic shell the periostra-
cum is sculptured by short bristle-like thoms arranged
in rows following the couße of the growth lines (p1.3,
figs. 7, 8).

PELLILITORINA PELLITA (Martens, 1885)

Littorina pellita Martens 1885 : 92 ; Tryon 1887 : 255,
pl. 46, fig.33.41.

Pellilitorina pellita I Mafie\s & Pfeffer 1886 ; 79, pl. t,
fig.6a-c; Lamy l9O5: 478, 1906a: 5, 1906b:
122, 1915: 72 (under Pellilittorina sic) ; Strebel
1908 : 50 (rfi.et Pellilitoina); David 1934 | 127 |

Carcelles 1953: 173 ; Powell 1951 : 109, fig. 133
(radula) ; Gaillard 1954 . 552 ; Dell 1964 : 286.

PLATE 3

Iigure I - tlatf row of the radtla of Pellilitorina pellita (x 39o\.
ligue 2 - Radula of lteviltcuturia brunsfreldensis (x 29o\.
Figure 3 Cen&al tooth of Z, branrfiedensis (x 380).
Fture 4 - Marginal and lateral teeth of Z. bransfieldehsis (x 530).
t,igure 5 Sculptue of the embryofü,c shell of Laerilitorirla a tarctica (x 14OO\.
Figure 6 - Emtayonic shell of a. ontarctica (x l4O).
F'igüe 7 - Juvenile shell of Perrr?irolina setov (x 25),
Figure 8 - Sculpture of the.iuvenile shell ofP. rerosa (x 4?5).
Figure 9 - !-tacture through the embryonic shell ofP. rerosd parallel to gro\a4h lines (x 163).
Figure l0 Surface of the embryonic shell of P. serora corroded away to show below the outqmost shell cover the

prismatic structure as transition into the ctossed lamellal structuae below (x 942).
complex
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L. (P.) pellita: Smith 1902 : 204; Melvill & Standen
l9O7: l3l (& 1909: l0l); l9l2a: 348 (&
l9l2b: 122).

Il{aximum size : 18,2 mm (in South Georgia : Martens
& Pfeffer 1886).

Distribution and bathymetric range : Burdwood Bank
(Melvill & Standen 1912), South Georgia (Martens &
Pfeffer 1886, Powell l95l), South Orkney Islands
(Larny 1906b, Melvill & Standen 1907, Powell l95l),
South Shetland Islands (recorded here), Melchior Island
(Carcelles 1953), Wandel Island (l,amy 1905, 1906a),
Cape Adare (Smith 1902), Heard I. (Gaillard 1954),
Kerguelen I. (Lamy 1915, Gaillard 1954). From inter-
tidal zone to 30 m (fide Lamy 1905).

Ecology : this species is generally found among sub-

littoral seaweeds and more rarely kelps or in tide
pools ; it is apparently never exposed at low tide.

Material used : King George I., South Shetland Is.,
Fildes Bay, stomach content of Notothenia coiiceps
neglecta, C. A. Moreno coll., Jan. 1971, I dried
specimen.

Radula: (Fig.6 ; p1.2,fig.5 ; pl.3, fig. 1) ; the radula
is very similar to that of L. setosa. The teeth are

hinged to each other in the same way only with less

pronounced projections and groove or pits as present
rn L. setosa (p1.3, fig. l). The central tooth is wider
than the length (5 : 3). The arrangement of the 7

cusps is like that in L. setosa but a frontal rim is

always present (p1.2, fig. 5). The depression in the
basal platform is less concave and shows no separation
into two pits.

The lateral tooth is almost as wide as long, and
quite like that of L. setosa. The inner marginal tooth is
3 times as long as the width. The only difference to
that of L. setosa is based on the structure of the inner
posterior corner, where the projection is smaller (pl. 3,
fie. 1).

The outer marginal tooth is 3 times as long as the
width and in contrast to L. setosa demonstrates a

knob-like bulging inner posterior comer (pl. 3, fig. l).

LA E VILA CUNA RIA B RA NSF IE LDE NS IS
(Preston,1916)

Pellilitoina bransfiedensls Preston 1916 : 271, pl. 13,
fig. 5;

Laevilacunaia bransfieldensls : Powell l95l : 106, 108,
fi9.1.29 (radula); Castellanos & Luna Perez 1963:
tabl. 10.

Maximum size: 5 mm (Preston 1916).

Distribution and bathymetric range : South Shetland
Islands (Powell l95l), Bransfield strait (type locality),
Danco coast (Powell l95l) and Arthur Harbor, Anvers
Island (present material). This means a very limited
distribution ! Shore species, not observed at more
than a few meters deep.

Ecolory : living on superficial seaweeds of coasts rela-
tively sheltered (tide pools, coves, etc.) as first men-
tioned by Castellanos & Luna Perez (1963). Most
probably never exposed, and heavily preyed by
notothenüd fish (as evidence by the source of Preston's
and our material).

Material used : Arthur Harbor, Anvers I., Palmer
Archipelago, cove SE of Bonaparte Point, stomach
content of Notothenia coiiceps neglecta caught by fish
trap, 2-ll m, "Hero" cruise, J.H. Dearborn, P.M.
Arnaud et al. coll., 16 march 1972,4 specimens.

Radula (Fie.1; pI.3, figs.2-4): the radula demons-
trates scale-like appearance of all its teeth (p1.3,
figs.2). The teeth are like a broad shovel in shape and
show bilaterally flattened, straight and tumed-up
cutting edges.

PLATE 4
Figure 1 - Embryonic shell of Laevilitorina antarcticu (x 128).
F'fuure 2 - Fractured shell of L. antarctico, vertical to growth lines, demonstrating the crossed lamellar structure (x
I.igure 3 - Embryonic shelT of Pellilitoitu setov (§7).
Figue 4 - Shell of. P. setosa fractured parallel to growth lines demonstrating the crossed lamellar structute split open parallel to the

planes of the lamellae of the ffust order (x 400).
Figure 5 - Corroded embyronic shell of Laevilitorino ontarctica demonstrating outetmost prismatic layer, followed by complex

prismatic structure leading into the crossed lamellar structure below (x 2800).
Figure 6 - Dendritic structute of embryonic shell of Pellilitorina setosa intermediate between ganular outermost layer and oomplex

prismatic structure below (x 4750).
Figure 7 - Innermost portion of the adult shell of P. serosa shoudng transition from the crossed lamellzu structure into the lamellar

needle structure (x 1600).
Figure 8 - Needle elements (lamellae of third order) in the crossed lamellar layer of the shell of P. setoy (x 4150).
FiguEe 9 - Detail of figure 7 (x 3950).
lt8ure l0 - Border of lamellar needle structure against the inner surface of the shell of adult P. setov (x 4000).
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The central tooth is as wide as the height and of
angular outline (pt.3, fig.3). Its cutting edge forms

an angle of about 90o with the basal platform. The

broad, angular central portion of the cutting edge is

straight. It is accompanied by two continuously lower

and pointed cusps on each side. The outermost cusps

are the endpoints of a central swelling which extends

with decreasing width toward posterior direction for
two thirds of the tooth'length. From there on the

ridge extends outwärds branching into two swellings

which are shouldered by two ridge-like basal denticles.

The margins of the central tooth are formed by wide

lamettae, extending from the base of the cutting edge

to the posterior comers in an evenly convex course.

The posterior edge is evenly convex between the pro'
jecting postedor corners. lnto the concave hollows of
the sides of the central tooth the inner anterior comers

of the neighbouring lateral teeth may be fitted.

The central portion of the cutting of the lateral

tooth is broad and straight (p1.3, fig.2,4). lt is flank-
ed by 1-2 pointed cusps on each side. The cutting edge

stands yerticalty on the basal platform. The lateral

tooth is higher than the width (4: 3) and of an

angular outline. Its inner margin is concave ending in a

dull thumbJike projection of the inner Posterior comer
(p1.3, fig.4). On this broad projection a denticle is set.

The outer margin is straight, ending in a rounded outer
posterior comer. The comer is attached to the radula

membrane somewhat inwards of the attachement of
the inner marginal tooth and therefore hidden by it.

The inner marginal tooth is longer than the width
(4 : 3) and shows a cutting edge similar to that of the
lateral tooth with a broad straight main cusp (p1.3,
figs.2, 4)- Only one inner additional cusp is present. A
swelling extending from the cutting edge to the inner
posterior comer flanks the inner margin and extends

far into posterior direction. The posterior edge

between this projection of the inner comer and the

rounded outer posterior comer is straight.

The outer marginal tooth is of a spoonJike shape,

with broad, flattened handle and evenly uptumed head

and more than twice as long as the width. The broad

straight outer cusp is flanked by 3 pointed smaller

inner cusps. The posterior com€rs are rounded (p1.3,

fie.4).

DISCUSSION OF RADULA

Troschel (1856-1863) had first grouped the families
lacunidae and Littorinidae of Thiele's classification
(1929) under the heading Littorinae. Troschel had

noted a constant characteristic for this group consisting

of a short and wide lateral tooth which is extended
into an outer posterior projection forming a rounded

indentation at its outermost end. This extention of the
outer postedor corner is pres€nt in all species studied

here. Based on this characteristic these species were

proyed to be members of the $oup Littorinae of
Troschel's classification. The shape of the central teeth
within this group is quite variable, and was considered
by Troschel to reflect generic differences. Besides the

closely related families Lacunidae and Littorinidae,
Thiele (1929) has erected the superfamily Littodnacea
and included two families of terrestrial gastrcpods

which show quite different radular characteristics.

They are most probably not very closely related to the
two marine families of the Littorinacea.

The diagnosis of the genus Laevilittorins Pfeffer

1886 (erroneously written with 2t) according to

Thiele (1929) includes the following radular characte-

ristics: central tooth considerably longer than the
width, broadest posteriorly, with 3-5 cusps ;lateral and

inner marginal teeth usually with 56, sometimes only
with 3 cusps, the main cusp considerably larger than
the flanking ones ; outer marginal tooth with about l0
pointed cusps.

Ponder (1976) has rearranged the diagnosis of
ltevilitoina Pfeffer 1886 in regard to the radula as

follows: "Radula with narrow central tooth, central

and lateral teeth with several prominent, narrowly
pointed cusps, marginals fan-shaped and multiden-
ticulate". The general characteristics of the Laevili-
toritu radulz are therefore to be consider€d the same

as those of most repres€ntatives of the general Zitto-
ina and Tectaius (.see Bandel 1974, figs.23-59).
Bandel (1974) noted in the case of 18 species of
Littorinida€ from the Caribbean Sea and th€ North
Atlantic that characteristic differences could be found
in the number of cusps present on the single teeth of
each radula row, and all 18 studies species could be

differentiated on this radula feature alone.

Loevilitoina antarctica shows 3-5 cusps on the cen-

tral tooth ; L. caliginow owns 5-7 ;I. cf. umbilicata 3 -

Ponder (1976) described 3 cusps in ,. bumi Ponder,
but his photograph of the fig. I indicates 5-7. The
lateral tooth in L. antarctica shows 5 cusps, the central
largest one accompanied by 3 inner and I outer
smaller cusp. kt L, caliginosa 6-7 cusps are present on
the lateral tooth, with 3-4 inner and 2 outer smaller
cusps besides the main cusp. L. cf. umbilicata owns 5

cusps on the lateral tooth in the same arrangement as

seen in ,. antarctica. L. bumi d,emor,sttates 5 cusps,
with 2 smaller ones accompanying the main cusp on
both sides (Ponder, 1976). In respect to the inner mar-
ginal tooth, L. antarctica ar.d L. bumi show the same

number of cusps (4), while L. caliginosa shows 6 and

L. cf. umbilicata 3-4 cusps. The number of cusps on
the outer marginal tooth increases from L. antarctica
(7.8) to Z. caliginosa (8-9), f. cf. umbilicata (9-lO) to
L. burni (lO).
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The number of cusps that may be counted from the
drawing of the radula of L. caliginosa presented by
Powetl (1951, fig. I,26) coincides quite well with that
counted in our study, with exception of the outer
marginal tooth where Powell drew 16 cusps instead of
8-9. The radulae of Laevilitorina hearulensß Dell (1964)
and L coritcea Melvill and Standen (Powell, l95l)
also show general similariti€s to the other members of
the genus. The base of the lateral tooth of L. hear-
densr's is drawn without the typical indentations (Detl,
1964, fi9.27) and may therefore be similar to that of
L. sntarctico- Following Dell's description there are 3,5
cusps on the central tooth, 5 cusps on the lateral tooth
and 6.7 cusps on the marginal teeth in this species.

Powell (1951) noted that the radulae of Laevilito-
rina zlt.d, Pellilitoina show very distinct differences. In
the definition of the genus Pellilitoinq Pfeffer 1886,
Powell noted: "Radula with a broad shallow-based
central tooth, bearing five cusps, the middle one
strongest, laterals with three strong cusps, marginals
foliated and with several denticles". This definition is

different from that offered by Thiele (1929) only in
one respect. Thiele wrote that the outer marginal tooth
in memben of this genus shows 3 cusps, a cir,
cumstance that we can confirm. The central tooth of
Pellilitorina is wider than the length, as Thiele noted,
and sltows raised convex margins. The cusps of the
central tooth are rooted on the anterior platform. The
marginal teeth are slender and bilaterally compressed.
Powell (195t) figured the radula of both, Pellilitoina
setosa znd P. peUita. From his figures (1,32,33) the
radulae of both species can not be kept apart but the
figures are right in general.

The greatest difference of the Pellilitoino rad;ula
from the radula of other Littorinidae may be seen in
the shape of the central tooth. It is quite different
from the other known Littorinidae and lacks the
characteristic lateral wings. The study of the radulae of
the southem Laevilitorinids indicates a greater
complexity than is suggested by their respective shells,
as Powell (1951) has stated. A close systematic rclation
betwee laevilitoina znd Pellilitoina mav therefore
be ruled out.

The radula of Laevilacunaria bransfieldensis was fi-
gured by Powell (1951, fig. I, 29) and shows in general
the same features as represented here. Only the strong
flanking basal denticles of the central tooth and the
thumb-like inner postedor projection of the lateral
tooth were not drawn and noted by this author. Even
with the scale-like appearence, that is due to the bila-
terally flattened straight cutting edges prcs€nt on all
teeth in each row, the single teeth of this radula re-
semble those generally found within the Littodnidae.
The centraf tooth of Laevilacunaia, with its wide late-
ral wings, is similar to the central tooth of l,oevilito-
n1a, and different from the bow shaped central tooth
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of Pellilitoino having raised margins and lacking lateral
wings. The radtla of Laevilacunaia bennetti (prcstorl)
as figured by Powell (1951, fig. l, 30) demonstrates, in
general, an outline similar to that seen h L. bransfiel-
densrt, but the cutting edge is resolved in denticles in
contrast to the latter. Transitionat radula morphology
betweet lAevilitoina ar,d laevilacutaria can b€ noted
h the gercru Rufolacuta and Macquaiella as described
and hgured by Ponder (1976, figs.24). Here we can
notice the formation of long straight cutting edges on
lateral and maryinal teeth dented with many cusps.
Ponder (1976) expressed ttre opinion that the l,aevili-
toina $oup, encompassing the Antarctic Littorinidae,
is to be considered as primitive and to contain species
of unspecia.lized Littorinidae that are in many features
closer to ltcuna than Lo Littoino. The radulae of
Lacuna cainiferu A. Adams (Ttlele 1929, frg- 96), L.
vincta Fotbes and Hanley (Troschel 1856-1863, pl. 10,
frg.l3), L. pallidula (Da Costa) Meyer and Möbius,
1872, fig. l3), and L. divsricata Fabricius (Meyer and
Möbius 1872, fig.7) resemble tholle of Laevilacunaia.
Basal denticles on the central tootl were noted only in
Laevilacunaria but nol on Lacurw. These features arc
quite prominent n l,aevilacunaria but very rarely seen
among other members of the marine Littorinacea and
up to now only known frcm Littoina nelitoides Liwß
(Bandel, 1974, fig. 58-59).

Troschel's (1856-1863) statement that the group
Littorinae, encompassing Littorinidae and t^acunidae of
Thiele's classification, contains closely related species
which can best be differentiated and characterized by
their radula-morpholory can be confirmed in our
study. Ponder's conviction that the l"aevilitoinq $oup,
or better the group of Antarctic Littorinidae, are to be
considered as transitional between the Lacunidae and
Littorinidae is agreed to, but only with restriction to
the genera laevilitoina znd, Loevilocunorit. These ge-
nera are connected to each other by transitional forms.
Pellititoinu, in contrast, shows so widely different cen-
tral teeth that they can, on behalf of this feature,
neither be considered as representatives of the Lacuni-
dae nor the Littorinidae. Only three cusps on the outer
marginal teeth are seen quite rarely arnong littorinid
radulae (for example Tectaius muicatus Linnd: cf.
Bandel 1974, figs.24-25) and the broad central tooth
has no counterpart among known marine littori-
naceans. On the other hand, both the radulae of
Antarctic repr€sentatiyes of Laevilitoina and ktevila-
canaia show the characteristics in their morphology
and structure of most Lacunidae and Littorinidae from
other regions of the world. To our knowledge transi-
tion between both, as noted in detail in Ponder's
(1976) recent study, occur only in Antarctic regions.

If we search for radular similar to those of the ma-
rine Littorinacea outside of this superfamily, we can
note similarities with some members of the superfamily
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Rissoacea, and especially the families Eatoniellidae and

Cingulopsidae (Ponder 1965, a,b) (both included
within the family Rissoidae in Thiele's classification).
Ponder has described and figured radulae of New

Zealand members of these families' Members of the

genus Eatoniella for example show central teeth transi-

tional in shape between that of Pellilitoina ar.d Laevi-

litorina. The lateral teeth also demonstrate the inden-

tation of the outer posterior extention considered as

characteristic for marine Littorinacea by Troschel. This

relationship cannot be regarded as proof for a close

systematic relation between the superfamily Littori
nacea on one side and the superfamily Rissoacea on

the other, for both superfamilies, as understood by

Thiele (1929), contain families with no appearant rela-

tion aside from small size and general shell morpho'

logy. But it does demonstrate relations between

Littorinidae and Lacunidae on one side, and Eatoniel'

lidae and Cingulopsidae on the other.

DISCUSSION OF EMBRYONIC ITHELL

Simpson (1976) observed a non-pelagic development

of the young of Laevilitorina caliginosa. Miniature

adults will leave the egg cases after completion of
metamorphosis. Bandel (1975 a,b) described the

embryonic shells of a number of Littorinidae and

discussed in detail the older literature on this subject.

From this study it is appearent that those species

which possess a free'swimming, larval veliger stage

show well-differentiated embryonic and larval shells.

The embryonic shell will show another sculpture than

the one formed on the larval shell (see also Richter

and Thorson, lg15). This is different in such species of
Littorinidae where the development within the egg

mass continues until after the metamorphosis. Here

only an embryonic shell is differentiated. Species with

free-swimming, planktonic larvae show embryonic

shells protoconchs 0.04 to 0.09 mm wide' Species of
Littorinidae with complete larval development within

the egg, in contrast, show wider (0.1to 0.09 mm) pro'

toconchs. Into the latter group Laevilitorina antarctica

and Pellilitoina setosa (with 0.14 and 0.2 mm wide

protoconchs) must be classified. The s2e of the em-

bryonic shell also clearly delimits Littorinidae with free

larval life from those which develop within the egg

case. Bandel (1975a, Schemas I and 2; 1915b,

pp.l2-l$ demonstrated that the shells of hatching

veligers measure between 0.1 and 0-15 mm in width,

while those hatching as miniature adults measure more

than 0.4 mm in width. Into the latter group Laevilito'

ina antarctica and Pellilitorina setosa may be included,

as their shells are 0.5and 0.8 mm high.

While Littoina obtusata (Linnd) and Littoina
saxatilis rudis (Maton) from the North Atlantic, which

also hatch as miniature adults (Bandel, 1975b), only
show growth on their embryonic shells, the two
Antarctic representatives of the Littorinidae own quite

definite sculpture. It consists of spiral ridges in the

case of L. antarctica and spiral ridges and pit rows in

the case of P setosa. The sculpture found on the

embryonic shell of the species hatching as veliger larvae

often reflects the systematic position of its carrier.

This is not, or to a much lesser extent, the case in the

species in which the development proceeds beyond

metamorphosis within the egg mass. Here we can find

similar sculptures and shell dimensions in completely

unrelated members of the gastropod system. Therefore,

we can gather little phylogenetic information from the

sculpture of the embryonic shell of southern Littori-
nidae.

Southern Littorinidae hatch after completion of
their metamorphosis within the egg capsule, and their

representatives live below low water or always covered

by water in tide pools' Therefore they confirm

Mileikovsky's (1975) results that place of living and

type of embyronic development are not correlated in

such a way in the Littorinidae that species living

below the tidal zone have free swimming larvae and

those living within or above that zone have crawling

young hatching. But since we have seen that Lacunidae

and Littorinidae are not to be separated in the

antarctic regions, this Woodward's (1909) scheme

would not work any longer anyhow, because we would

have to include Lacuna

Thorson (1940,1946) has found that the number

of species with a free larval stage increases with the

increase in water temperature ; he noted no pelagic

larvae in East Greenland waters. It seems that

Thorson's scheme works also in antarctic waters where

larval stages are held within the egg capsule.

SHELL STRUCTI.]RE

The shell structure of Laevilitorina ontarctica, L'

caliginosa and Pellilitorina setosa was analysed- The

shell of all three species is fully aragonitic and

composed mainly of needle-like biocrystals arranged in

the crossed lamellae structure (p1. 4, figs' 2,4). The

crossed lamellar structure consists of plates inclined to

each other in two directions (pl. 4, fig. 2). These plates

are composed of needles (biocrystals) which are orient-

ed parallel to the plane of each plate and are of equal

orientation within each plate (p1' 4, figs- 4, 8). The

plates, in literature, are usually called lamellae of the

first order. The needles composing the plates or

lamellae of the first order may fuse to form lamellae

of the second order (p1.4, fig.2) measuring up to a

few microns in breadth and about O.2 pm in thickness'

The lamellae of the third order composing both
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lamellae of the second and the first order actually are

like needles measuring O.2 pm n diameter (p1.4,
fie. 8).

ln lÄevilitoina arld Pellilitoina the lamellae of the
first order only measure up to about 5 pm in width
(p1.4, fig. 2), are quite long, usually continuous
throughout the breadth of the layer, and arranged
regularly forming thin, discontinuous ribbons if seen

from the surface of growth. lamellae of the second
order are distinct and well developed forming narrow
rod-like structures. The lamellae of the third order are

composed of basal elements that show angulate to
polygonal or round shape and measure fractions of orte
micron, usually around 0.2 1tm.

The crossed lamellar layer forms the bulk of the
shell and only one single layer is present. Transi
tional structures from simpler crystal aflangement into
the crossed lamellar layer were observed on the em-
bryonic shell of Pellilitoina setosa (p1.3, figs.9-10;
pI.4, fig.6) ar.,d Laevilitoina antorctica (pl. a, fig.5).
Here the outermost portion of the embryonic shell
shows a composition of organic material intergrown
with mineral particles of the süe of basal elements
(about 0.2 pm width) which may or may not group
themselves into columnar units with the width of one
basal element (p1.3, fig. l0; p1.4, fig.5). This layer
only measures about I pm in breadth.

Below this outermost portion of the shell the
distinctly needleJike aggegations or rows of basal
elements arange themselves into hregular columnar
units. Within each of thes€ units the needles are arang-
ed almost parallel to each other, but the units them-
selves show no preferr€d orientation (p1.3, fig. l0;
p1.4, fig.6). This layer may be called complex prisma-
tic. In the embryonic shell the complex prismalic layer
grades npidly into the crossed lamellar layer. The tran-
sition into the complex prismatic structure is through
the dentdtic structure (Bandel 1977) (p1.4, fig. 6).

In outer portions of the shell formed by the adult
animal the outermost prismatic of irregular layer may
first arrange itself into a sperul.itic pdsmatic zone
before changing into the complex prismatic layer.

The composition of the mineral structures of the
shell of the Antarctic Littorinidae shows a construction
by basal elements from the start of mineralization
onward. This demonstrates that the mineral compo-
nents wer€ constructed in an immediate contact with
the epithelium and can be considered as true bio-
crystats (Bandel and Hemleben, 1975 lBandel, 1975c).

The crossed lamellae layer of the strell may be
underlaid by an inner, additional layer that is derived
from the crossed lamellae layer without interruption
(p1.4, figs.7, 9-10). Here one of the plate-dtuections of
the cross€d lamellar layer has disappeared and only the
lamellae of the second and thüd order remain. This

layer is built in the lamellar needl€ structure and is
made of lamellae that are composed of intergrown
needles and are as ore-needle thick (0.2 gm) (p1.4,
figs. 9-10).

The structure of the shell of Antarctic Littorinidae
is quite like that found among many gastropods which
have no nacre. One layer of crossed lamellar structure
only is not so commonly found ; more usual are two
layers one on top of the other and arranged in such a

way that plane of the lamellae of the first order of the
outer layers forms a right angle to the plane of the
lamellae of the first order of the inner layer. Only one
layer is commonly found among archaeogastropods,
marine littorinaceans and rissoaceans while other proso-
bnnchs, pulmonates and shell-bearing opistobranchs
usually show at least 2 layers. The sequence of furc-
gular or prismatic outermost layer, dentritic layer, gra-

dational complex prismatic layer, crossed lamellar
layer, and innermost lamellar needle layer is normally
found among molluscs that show crossed lamellar
structure in the composition of thefu aragonitic shell.

CONCLUSIONS

l) The 6 species of Antarctic Littorinacea discussed

here represent 3 different types of radula morpho-
logies, and all tfuee fit well the definition given for the
marine rcpresentatives of this superfamily by Troschel
( 18s6.1863).

2) The study of the radulae of the Antarctic Litto-
rinidae with the help of the scanning electron mi-
croscope, as carried out in our study and that by
Ponder (1976), confirms the results presented by
Bandel (1975a) that within the marine representatives
of this superfamily the morphology of the radula is to
be considered of great taxionomic importance. The ra-
dula morphology may both be us€d to separate species

and genera and to trace phylogenetic lines of
deYelopment.

3) Within the southern Littorinacea no clear divi
ding line may be drawn between the family Littori-
nidae on one side and the family Lacunidae on the
other. Laevilitoina can be considered as typical repre-
sentative of the genus Littoina h the broad sense in
respect to its radula morphology. Laevilacunaria shows
much in common \Nilh l&cuna in respect to the radula.
Both types of radulae are interconnected by inter-
mediate forms as shown by Ponder (1976). No such
interconnection was seen in respect of the Pellilitorina
radula which stands sepamted and shows intermediate
characters of both Lacunidae and Littorinidae, and
some similarity to rissoaceans.

4) Outside of the Antarctic region Littorinidae are

restricted to the intertidat and supmtidal zotes. Laevili-
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toina as Antarctic representative of this group lives

continuously below water. Since there is a transition
from the Laevilitoina radula morphology to radulae
typical for the genus Lacuna of the northern hemisphe-

re represented by Laevilacunaria from the southern re-

gion, this mode of life is not to be considered as se-

condary adaptation to the harsch environment, but
reflects the mode of life of the ancestors of the inter-
tidal littorinids.

5) The embryonic shell of the southern littorinids
reflects the mode of development in its morphology,
size and sculpture and is of no systematic value aside

from providing additional species characteristics. The

embryonic shell owns a different sculpture than the

adult shell. Iaevilitoina antarctica and Pellilitoina
setosa hatch as fully metamorphosed miniature adults
just like Laevilitoina caliginosa (according to Simpson,

1976) and like northem littorinids from cold water
(Bandel, 1975b).

6) The shell structure of the Antarctic Littorinidae
does not differ from that of many representatives of
lower Mesogastropoda with an aragonitic shell. The

shell consists mainly of one layer of the crossed lamel-

lar structure with precursor structures consisting of
spherulitic prismatic dendritic and complex prismatic
structures and with successor structures consisting of
the lamellar needle structure.
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